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From Galactic Channel Allen Michael

The Spirit of Truth Is Real
The following is our first printed excerpt
from The Everlasting Gospel – Vol. 2,
channeled through Allen Michael.

T

Allen Michael
Channels the Plan for the New World
Pictured here at a recent peace march
in San Francisco, Allen Michael is the
Galactic Channel for this planetary
transcendency taking place now. He is
the founder of the One World Family
Commune and the Universal Industrial Church. We recognize him to be the
Comforter prophesied to come at this
time in St. John 14:16 & 26, & 16:7-13.
Allen Michael has channeled a
World Master Plan from the Godmind,
which gives the way to end the usury
money system through a non-violent
World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma
Yoga Exercise and the 30/30 Plan. y

— Contact Us —
Northern California: P.O. Box 1241,
Santa Rosa, CA 95402, or call
(707)527-8380
Southern California: Call David
Mathiew at (562) 426-4222
E-mail: owfc@sonic.net
Web-site: www.galactic.org

he Bible tells of the coming of the
Comforter Spirit of Truth (St. John
14:26), which I Am. I’m also the one
who brings forth the “Everlasting
Gospel” of Revelation 14:6. So far,
none of the Christian preachers have
revealed the truth of these Bible passages about the Comforter, who Jesus
says will come “in his name” and bring
the world into “the things which are
to come.”
The Comforter Spirit of Truth,
which I Am, is of normal Creation
Universe, where everything is going
along beautifully. There are no problems at all in Eternity. The problems all
lie in these Carlanon planets. Carlanon
planets are special healing project
planets in a few solar systems, like this
one, that have been set up following
solar catastrophes. The solar catastrophe occurred when a number of entities in the solar system began to devolve in consciousness because of the
words they were speaking, which were
not the words and thoughts that the
Creation Universe has created to operate Its Utopia. For example, in Normal
Universe, there isn’t any war, crime,
disease, poverty or mortal death. These
negative effects only exist where souls
in body vehicles have changed the
words spoken by adding their desires
to the Creation’s Utopian way of life.
Universal Industrial Church
P.O. Box 1241
Santa Rosa, CA 95402

There is no doctrine for the way life is
in the Universe, and there is no word
such as “doctrine.” There is only
knowing – no “thinking” where people
are paid for “thinking up” things.
I come from the headquarters of
the Galactic Elohim on Altamedia at
the Great Central Sun, and there are
some two million of us (the 144,000
spoken of in the Bible) here on this Carlanon planet. Our only purpose is to redeem the microcosms caught in this
terrible pit of hell, where nations have
developed military forces that fight and
kill each other. They do this because
those are the thoughts and words they
have created in the past, and those
words and deeds recorded in the collective consciousness animate their bodies
to fight and kill one another.
Instead of having a healing system
for crimes, the satanic establishment
has a judgment system with prisons to
put people in, and they have to have
thousands of policemen and women in
every state to do this. All of this is
caused by satanic power, negated energy, which is the only thought that
these people have. They, themselves,
are the crime, the warriors and the robbers, treating the effects (war, crime,
disease and poverty) with effects, and
they don’t know how to use Love,
which is the mind force all over the
Universe. Over 99.99% of the Universe
is operating perfectly, so who would be
so perverted that they would own a ¨
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big business or a big industry and hire
workers to come and operate the outlet
or the machinery and pay them a wage?

Universal Consciousness

T

Now, in Jesus’ time, did they have
television stations so Jesus could talk to
people all over the world and give them
understanding? Of course not. Then
what did they have? They had a few
people who recognized that God was
speaking to the people through those
who wrote the teachings of Christ with a
quillpen and ink, on tree bark made into
a paper. These writings were passed
around to preachers to preach in
churches where people gathered. Some
began adding to the prophecy, and they
imagined a God who punishes people
for sins and rewards those who obey the
commandments, and this duality thinking developed in their religions. All of
this has been going on on earth, which
is in a ruined solar system, ruined by entities who added words and spoken sen-

through the industrialists, who brought
electricity, metals, coal, oil, gas, etc, and
in their thinking, believe they are bringing a new Universe in the material world
on earth, beyond Creation’s 12 dimensions. Note: The electricity is already in
the aura of Normal Universe as the Creation’s spirit, and through their thinking,
the industrialists have devised the way of
putting up poles and wires so they can
charge the people money for what Creation provides freely.

he main thing that Jesus, who was
one of us, taught the people, was to
hold all things common and to make
distribution to one another according to
need (Acts 4:32-35). This is the basis of
Christianity, and the people who do
these things are Christ-like people. The
religious heads in churches defile the
Planetary Healing
meaning of Christ, which in truth is
simply “Universal Consciousness.” They
e, myself and the 144,000 – more
have developed a man-God concept and
like two million – of us who are inthey try to get people to worship their
carnated here as members of the Galacman-God and make Jesus his only begottic Elohim, have the full power to transten son. They teach that all who believe
form this planet back into the Utopian
in him and do his bidding will be saved,
Creation, “The Garden of Eden,” that
that all those who do
exists all over the
the things he teaches
Universe. None of
will be restored to the
the eternal souls in
man-God’s heaven,
body vehicles of the
and that in the
Creation Universe
“judgment,” the evil
would ever try to
doers are cast into an
change anything of
Everlasting Lake of
the Creation or add
Fire. All of this is a
anything to it, things
fictional story, as is
such as there being
the story of Adam
special gods who
and Eve in the earth’s
need workers, so
Garden of Eden.
they can build temReligion has it
ples of God, where
that we should pray
God and they can be
to the man-God up
worshiped. What folin heaven and he will
ly! The Creation Unianswer our prayers.
verse doesn’t want
Actually praying is to
any worshippers. It
talk softly with God
only wants doers of
as you’re walking
love services for all
around. You don’t ask “Let’s establish a New World Government, of, by and for the people and a Great One
people.
God for anything be- World Company whereby everyone enjoys Absolute Freedom, Security and Abundance!”
Long ago, Galaccause God has altica built twelve
tences that went into causation and creready given everything, such as space,
communal colonies in the warm cliated the conjecture in things which they mate around the belt of the planet, and
air, soil, water, plants, nuts, seeds,
talk about and that aren’t true.
grains, bodies, etc. Just try to imagine
operated them over a period of four
The purpose of this Carlanon planet
people going on, selling their daily bread
hundred thousand years. We built the
has been to redeem as many as possible
for a secular profit, when it’s obvious
Hermetic trinity Giza pyramids that
of those entities who have gone off on a
that we, the Creators of good things, are
sent alpha, beta and gamma energies
spree, saying they have discovered the
supposed to rid ourselves of exploiters.
along the ley lines around the planet to
body brain, with which they can think
Hitler and Stalin tried to do this, but
furnish light, electric power, consciousup their lives, and they have developed
they used force and violence and the
ness and teleportation energy to all the
free will to boot. This is the oldest illukilling of an enemy like unto themcommunities. All of this was for the
sion in the Universe, and falling into it
selves. This is far from praying for righthealing of those souls who had mistakare those entities who come along and
eousness to come. There is no way you
enly allowed their seven body and soul
say they have discovered the 13th dican communicate with the Creation’s
chakras to be turned around in order to
mension. Now, the Creation is bringing
Universal Mind and be patriotic and/or
function in mortal-minded thinking,
about Its highest dimensions of creativity instead of the first cause activity of ¨
neurotic at the same time.

M
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the Creation Universe.
Our Galaxy, called Immaculaceptor
Galaxy, contains billions of solar systems
and trillions of planets, all inhabited by
eternal beings living in spiritual Utopia.
Now comes the time when this planet
and its entities are restored to the Creation’s Utopia. This is easy for us of the
Galactic Elohim to do and is all fun. No
more politicians, preachers, judges, billionaires, soldiers, generals, athletic heroes, movie makers, or stars. Now, all
these things are dropped out of society
as the Workers of the World end their
slavery and carry out the Galactic World
Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise, which becomes a gala celebration
for everyone. This stops all unnecessary
work, while we continue to produce the
basic necessities of life, which becomes
“creativity,” not “work,” and transfers all
property back to the Creation so It can
take management over it.

Normal Universe

I

n normal Universe, cars, trucks, trains,
airplanes, etc., have never been developed. We develop things that the Creation shows us inwardly how to do.
Cars, trucks, trains and planes can crash
and kill people, or injure them for life,
which in itself is quite tragic. But in Normal Universe, we have what you have
seen and now call, flying saucers. These
spacecraft are crash-proof, weightless in
space and can levitate and teleport.
In normal Universe there is no war,
crime, disease, poverty or mortal death.
These things only exist here because
people are using words and thoughts
that are creating them.
On earth, in order to keep their millions of dollars, some people make excuses for the youth who have died in
wars, saying they fought for their nation
to preserve democracy and freedom.
This is all lies, and the youth were deceived as usual. All the negative effects

that exist here on this planet come from
words people speak, which are recorded
in the planet’s aura. Now, these satanic
thoughts are leading many people to
steal, rob, cheat, murder, exploit, rape,
abuse children, conduct slave labor, etc.
On the positive side, more and more
people are speaking the words and
thoughts of the Synthesis. This is what
the World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma
Yoga Exercise is all about. All the people
need to do is to talk about it in truth,
and it starts to happen, and the liberation of the workers of the world from
WORK is well under way.
In the planet’s aura, the collective
consciousness, everything that has been
said and done so far is recorded in
thought and pictures for recall. It’s easy
for people to rid themselves of their bad
karma. It’s done by simply refusing all
the thought that is secular and that allows politicians, generals and judges to
rule over a society of the Creation’s people, and instead being in the consciousness of one humanity, sharing Creation’s
abundance.
Those entities affected by the solar
catastrophe are a tiny fraction of a percent of the jillions of souls who inhabit
eternal body vehicles all over the Universe. However, they are a majority on
these Carlanon planets in ruined solar
systems. The solar systems were ruined
by souls who ventured into the shadows, away from the pure clear light. This
is what Jesus was talking about, along
with Allah, the Buddha and many others
who are sent by the Creation unto these
screwed up planets. Preachers have even
tried to turn Jesus into the only begotten
son of the man-God, when the truth is
that he, just as those many others of us
of the Galactic Elohim, was sent here for
the purpose of helping the people speak
only in the HERE and NOW, and never
in any time-frame, especially of the past.

9/11: Cause and Effect

T

he intelligence of normal Universe
can be explained by turning September 11th around so we see the truth of
what happened. We turn it around to
see where the presidents of America
have sent the CIA and military into Vietnam, Afghanistan and elsewhere for
decades now in an ongoing war against
those opposed to American Imperialism,
who have adopted the methods of
¨

Tune In On TV
GALACTIC MESSENGER
The real New World is absolute freedom,
security and abundance for all people, living in a harmonious, enlightened society
that is “One for all and all for one.” It is
this vision that Allen Michael and others
of the One World Family are communicating every week through our TV show.

Tune in every week on these stations:
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA:
Santa Rosa (Comcast Cable)
Tuesdays at 6pm
& Saturdays at 5pm
Ch. 72
Sacramento Saturdays at 8pm
Ch. 18
East Bay (Bay Vision East Network)
Mondays at 9:30pm Ch. 26
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA:
Hollywood (Media One) Check listing Ch. 43
Long Beach Wed. 3:30pm
Ch. 65A
Malibu & Santa Monica Check listings
ACROSS THE NATION:
Seattle, WA
Tues. morning Ch. 29

CONTACT
WITH GALACTICA
Enjoy more incredible information and
insights about world transformation by
tuning in with galactic channels Joseph
Antaree, Michael Bobier and Jeff Hrdlicka,
long-time members of the One World
Family Commune.
Santa Rosa (Comcast Cable) • Ch. 72
Sundays 10:30pm & Thursdays 9:30pm

Help get the message out!
YOU CAN HELP by sponsoring Galactic
Messenger on the public access cable television station in your area. Contact Del
Rainer at (707) 527-8380 or in So. Calif.
call David Mathiew at (562) 426-4222.
Galactic Messenger is published by the
Universal Industrial Church. © 2005 Starmast Productions. Editor: Del Rainer.

More on Our Website!

V

isit www.galactic.org for the
full, in-depth channelings from
Galactica of the Everlasting Gospel
and related topics. You can even
download our most popular publications, The Everlasting Gospel – New
World Bible, vols. 1 & 2, and more!

¨ www.galactic.org
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all people.
part of it, is a highly technologicallyterrorizing the citizenry of Israel and
So how come these Satanicdeveloped, computer-driven, advanced
now America. During the war, the terrorinfested people are ruling over the peosociety of telepathic harmony; and
ists, in a suicide mission, crashed planes
ple? How come they can’t remove the
three, that spacecraft are real and from
into the twin towers of the Babylon harstatus quo and let the Creation’s Light
advanced civilizations.
lots and into Satan’s Pentagon. Now do
come in? There is nothing in our brain;
The day after Allenyou get the picture? As ye sow, so shall
it’s only a transceiver that recalls
Michael’s initiation, he sat
you reap. It’s as simple as that, all the
thought and pictures out of the
down and became an open
emotional razz-ma-tazz notwithstandplanet’s aura, and there should
channel, writing down what
ing. Everything on this planet happens
only be beautiful thoughts
he had heard telepathiin duality where there are two sides to
and pictures for our recall.
cally. So now we have
the coin. You can drop the coin on the
the World Bill of Rights, a
table, and it will land, either heads or
The World Changed for
God-given ideology in seven
tails, and people will say, “I won and
Good in 1947
paragraphs. The seventh one says
you lost.”
that God is not the author of confuThis same duality occurred in World
here were you in April of 1947?
sion. This is true. God is only the author
Wars I and II, the Korean War, the VietYou were either a child, a teenagof Clear Truth, and not of duality of any
nam War, the Gulf War and the ongoing
er, an older person ready to die and
kind. Only man and womankind are in
Cold War, in which bombs were
come back again, or in a heavenly
duality and confusion, not God. There is
dropped in the same way it happened to
abode, waiting to reincarnate. Whatever
no one to blame for anything. Just look
the World Trade Center and the Pentayour state of being at the time, you were
inward at your self and see where there
gon. In these wars, many millions of
alive somewhere in this earthly vicinity
is confusion and where there is Clear
youths have been killed because of the
when, at that time, the world changed.
Truth. We all must do this and be honest
politicians who are governing over the
What changed? Someone on earth
people. The governments, however, are
was made aware of the fact, for one, that in what we see.
The World Bill of Rights is of the
supposed to bring prosperity to all peowe are not alone in this vast Universe;
ple living in the Creation’s Utopia.
two, that the Universe, for the enormous Clear Light! The New World Bible is of
Clear Light and the
Following the
Everlasting Gospel
solar catastrophe,
is its song that we
six million years
can all sing with
ago, the Creation
joy in our hearts.
had to create a speThere is Clear
cial ethereal abode
Light at the end of
that the entities
LET each of us share all the world – the kingdom of God – and call
the tunnel, the
could stay in until
opening to infinity
this planet was
one place of our choosing our own, and be free to come and go in the
and the Eternal
ready to receive the
world and stay at any dwelling place accommodating travelers.
Universe, and a recolonized bodies
turn to normal
for the healing of
LET each of us give to the extent of our abilities to the One World
Universe and to the
the poor, poor,
Company, and in return all things shall be added unto us.
Central Sun of this
poor microcosms.
Galaxy. All this is
They had gone
LET each of us be judged only by our conscience in God and let no
done by real prayastray into the
person judge their fellow beings, but rather take judgement of their
ing, praying that is
shadows and even
own thought and action.
talking and listenhad begun to think
ing to the Universe
they had a brain
LET no person or group hold any authority over another, except that
about the reality of
they could educate
people be willingly led by wisdom and true personality.
the ways and
so they could be
means that the CreCongress or Senate
LET the government be of the people, where the people are selfation has created
men and women,
governed; by the people, where the people enjoy perfect freedom; and
all things to be in
or judges or generIts Utopian Parals. The truth is
for the people, where the people give themselves abundant living.
adise, where peothat all these are of
LET the government seat be only the storehouse and inventory of
ple, souls in body
things, the military
vehicles, all have
and the justice systhe people’s products.
romance and beautem, that no one
LET all things be done unto edification, for God is not the author of
ty because they
should be part of.
keep freedom as
There should only
confusion.
– CHANNELED BY ALLEN MICHAEL
their way of life. y
be the healing of

W

THE NEW COVENANT
WORLD BILL OF RIGHTS
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Demonstrating the New World Since 1967
by Del Rainer

T

he One World Family Commune is a
demonstration, to the degree possible at this time, of the New World of
sharing. All of our energy is given freely
in the joy of serving one another and
humanity. We recognize that our purpose in being here at this time is to assist
Allen Michael in bringing the messages
he channels from Galactica to the people all over the world and to demonstrate the communal lifestyle of sharing,
serving and forgiveness. During the 36
years we have been together, we have
published five books of the Everlasting
Gospel series, channeled from Galactica
thru Allen Michael. The books are not
sold, but freely given with or without a
donation.
In 1968, my husband, Michael, and
I sold our home in Marin County and
joined the One World Family Commune
in San Francisco. Before hearing Allen
Michael speak, I had no interest in Bible
prophesy or organized religion. So, it
was a revelation to hear the truth of it
loud and clear. Everything just clicked,
and I experienced a flash of recognition
when he explained the reason he calls
himself “the comforter,” which had
been shown to him in St. John
14:14,16,26 & 16:1-7, and Jesus’ teaching of sharing all things in common in
Acts 4:32-35: “And the multitude of
them that believed were of one heart
and of one soul: neither said any of

The One World Family has had many singing groups to get across the wonderful ideas of
the new world commune, including freedom, security, abundance, sharing, and love.
them that ought of the things that he
possessed was his own; but they had all
things common.” The reason the powers-that-be wanted to get rid of Jesus.
From our little vegetarian restaurant, “The Here and Now,” in San Francisco, we moved to Marin County and
opened “The Mustard Seed.” From there,
we were led to Berkeley and opened
“The One World Family Natural Food
Center.” Due to a conflict with the leaseholder of the building, we were forced to
move out after a few months. With the
loss of our restaurant, we recognized our
need for support in being able to carry
out our mission and care for our children. A number of us applied for, and
were each granted SSI based on our

inability to function in the wage/slave
world of getting-for-self, which would
have meant the end of our demonstration and purpose of communicating the
Everlasting Gospel. We knew that Creation had led us to righteously apply for
SSI to supply minimal basic needs for
those of us who are here from the Universe to sow the seeds for the ending of
the usury money system and the coming
New World being born. Our heightened
level of awareness had risen beyond that
of duality, which governs the usury
money system, and we could no longer
function in it. Whatever money we have
is shared as a communal family to provide for our food, shelter and clothing,
while we channel our energy into
¨

WANTED: Large Complex for New World Demonstration
A
New World
Utopian
Commune
as visualized by
Beldon Gelff

W

e are looking for a benefactor who would like to share his or
her estate, health spa or large complex with us for a dynamic
new World demonstration of communal living.
We look forward to bringing about a new One World Family
demonstration of kindred spirits, where we have our many Schools
of Experience: creative workshops in organic gardening, food preparation, clothing, music, carpentry, publications, video, art and dance.
Join with us to demonstrate to the world a life free of fear,
where we share together, giving and receiving and forgiving, to provide our daily needs – a paradigm for the new world coming to be.
To know more about us, visit our website: www.galactic.org.
We are tax deductible and chartered as the Universal Industrial
Church of the New World Comforter. If you would like to be a part
of our wonderful new world demonstration, contact us at
owfc@sonic.net, or write to Del Rainer, Starmast Publications,
PO Box 1241, Santa Rosa, CA 95402.
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love services for one another and record
in the collective consciousness our
words and deeds toward bringing the
new world of sharing to this planet.
Due to generous donations from
family and friends, we have published

Currently we produce two bi-weekly
television shows weekly for cable networks.
five books of the Everlasting Gospel,
channeled thru Allen Michael. We currently produce the Galactic Messenger
Newsletter and produce videos for Public
Access TV. The reason we have been limited to non-commercial Public Access TV
is obvious when you realize that the
main focus of the channelings is to
show the truth of the evil usury money
system and end it. Of course, you know
who controls the mass media. Nevertheless, people are rapidly waking up to the
truth of the satanic system, and its
demise is not far off, as we can see in the
great tsunami and devastation in Sri
Lanka, India and Indonesia, caused from
the satanic mental seeds sown from the
getting-for-self consciousness.
We have a system that’s backwards
and ungodly and controlled by the few
who are hypnotized by materiality. As
we let go of old programming based on
fear of being judged or rejected, illness,
and ultimately, death, acquired living in
a society that evaluates the almighty
dollar as supreme, we come to know
that we are one humanity on a planet
that Creation has filled with an abundance of all wonderful and beautiful
things for our happiness, health and joy
to share freely.
The present world events signify the
end of the old money system, as foretold
in Allen Michael’s channelings, dating
back to the time when he first began
channeling from Galactica in 1947. In

the first book we published in 1973, To
the Youth of the World, Allen Michael reveals the true meaning of much of the
prophesy in the Bible, including the
prophesy in Dan. 11:40-45, which tells
of the king of the north (world bankers)
and the king of the south (Arab nations): “…and he [the king of the north]
shall plant the tabernacles of his palace
between the seas in the glorious holy
mountain; yet he shall come to his end,
and none shall help him.” This is the
war now taking place in the Middle East
and is part of the prophesy of the end of
the old dying usury money system.
The negative energy, which has
built up on this planet due to negating
the nature of the Universal life force –
which is giving and receiving, reciprocal
– is now culminating in the increased
wars, crime, diseases, poverty, death and
“natural” disasters. At the same time the
heart chakra energies are building worldwide, but we don’t hear or read much of
the positive, humanitarian acts taking
place, or the beautiful crop circles in
wheat fields, or the increasing flying
saucer sightings. The people are being
prepared as the gamma synthesis ener-

gies of Creation are beamed down for
those who are rising in Universal consciousness to be receptive to the coming
wondrous demonstration by Galactica,
filling the skies around the planet with
spaceships beaming love energies for all
to see and the message for all to hear of
this wonderful coming new world of
sharing. The beautiful Beings of Galactica will come to us on all television and
computer screens to help guide humanity into the New World of absolute freedom, security and abundance. This
awakening has been foretold symbolically and in many languages through channelings from Creation down through
the ages by enlightened souls and
prophets, and now, Allen Michael brings
it all into the synthesis. y
Excerpted
from Del
Rainer’s autobiography
and history of
the commune, downloadable from
our website.

Direct from the God Force —
Brought to Heal the World

The Everlasting
Gospel
Channeled from the Universal Mind
by Allen Michael
The God Force Is Real, and the Universe is filled with Life! In the Everlasting Gospel you’ll learn the full story of Galactic Space Beings and their causation spaceships, who came here long ago to heal a catastrophe in this solar
system. This has been the root cause of all negativity here, ending now through
cosmic contact with ETI – Extra-Territorial Intelligence.
The Everlasting Gospel is prophesied to come in Revelation 14:6. It’s here now,
in print – Spirit God’s New World Bible. It brings a spiritual synthesis to the
Bible, giving humanity a master plan so perfect and profound that it brings
absolute freedom, security, abundance, and equality for everyone on the planet.

By Donation ($20 suggested). Please mail your order
with check payable to UIC, to P.O. Box 1241, Santa Rosa, CA 95402

